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After this intense winter, a welcome Spring!
An important season for sowing most of our annual crops 
and of course to enjoy the flowers all around us.

In this Newsletter we announce the Host grant 2013.
You will be able to read all about the next European coodi-
nators meeting and about Agrobio.
You will also be able to read about the beginning of a 
WWOOFing tour around the world on waste vegetable oil!

Wish you a nice reading.
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Host Grant 2013
We are accepting until 15th March submission  
of projects for the third edition of the Host 
Grant.
WWOOF Portugal offers 500 euros to the 
project selected by an international panel of 
WWOOF coordinators.

In 2011 the winning host built a clay house to 
function as a kitchen with an extra room for 
cheese production and storage and in 2012 the 
winning  farm in central portugal was able to 
improve their outside kitchen and to buy a solar 
system to provide some energy.

The submission process is quite simple. See: 
http://www.wwoof.pt/projects/host-grant/ .

European Coordinators Meeting
WWOOF Portugal will host the next European 
Coordinators Meeting at the end of May.

We are proud of being chosen to host this im-
portant event and are getting ready to receive 
around 50 delegates from more than 20 coun-
tries.

This will be the 5th edition of the Meeting after 
those in Italy (2005), Germany (2007), Sweden 

(2009) and Czech Republic (2011).

There will be 4 days of discussions and sharing 
in Aljezur and it will be a great opportunity to 
see  the other delegates again and to give sup-
port to the new delegates.

We are quite busy setting-up a complex logistic 
to be ready to receive people travelling by bus, 
train, airplane and car from all corners of Eu-
rope.
Hosting and cooking for 50 people will involve 
a dedicated team of 3 people that will try to use 
vegetables produced mostly by WWOOF hosts.

We will publish a report about the meeting in 
the next Newsletter.
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Green Brick Road Project
We are an average luso-uruguayan couple, 
simple mortals and travelers without any great 
knowledge of car mechanics or organic farming, 
but with a great sense of responsibility to con-
tribute to environmental sustainability. We have 
decided to change our lives, move out of the 
city and learn with WWOOF!

We are preparing a journey around the world in 
an eco-motorhome fuelled by waste vegetable 
oil and we’ll be following a route of WWOOF 
farms.

As a civilization we are becoming increasingly 
aware that this global system of vicious circles 
we have created, and in which we currently live, 
is not socially or environmentally sustainable 
and has been showing signs of collapse. These 
signs give us the opportunity to reevaluate our 

actions, and the urgency of this matter gives 
us the necessary drive and inspiration for new 
ideas that can allow an evolution concerned 
about preserving resources and biodiversity. 
We are privileged to be aware of the choices 
and decisions we make ,as well as the impact 
they may have on us in the future. Of course , 
with this privilege comes responsibility. Luckily, 
human beings are intelligent and are part of an 
intelligent natural system.

With creativity and imagination we believe it is 
possible to present appealing and real solutions 
to create a shift in our current way of living, 
hopefully leading to the development of a global 
sustainable, prosperous and organic system 
based on renewable resources. 

continued on next page ...
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The Green Brick Road project is about proving 
the viability of a journey - driving a vehicle that 
uses a residue as fuel and that is also made 
with recycled materials -  to learn about organic 
farming and biodiversity conservation about 
adopting a sustainable and self-sufficient way 
of life and that is, also, an alternative way of 
traveling . We chose to use WVO to give new 
use to this residue, it does not mean that this 
is the ideal solution or that it should replace 
fossil fuels but, for the moment, it is the best 
solution that is available to all. This fuel is less 
contaminant than biodiesel and because it is 
used cooking oil it also avoids contributing to 
the rise of the price of this basic food product, it 

also avoids contributing to the development of 
enormous enterprises ,that are growing all over 
the world, to produce vegetable oil to be used 
exclusively as fuel.

Our van, Amarela, will follow a route of 
WWOOF farms and for the two years of this 
journey we hope to visit about 15 farms around 
the world, with stays of between three to six 
weeks. We are willing to learn about environ-
mental and farming sustainability so that when 
we return we will be able to have our own farm 
and share what we have learned and our ex-
periences. We are inspired by one of the main 
WWOOF concepts which is environmental edu-
cation that presents an alternative self-sustain-
ing way of life that can be taught and learned 
through the contact with farms, farm hosts and 
other WWOOFers from anywhere in the world.

We can’t wait to hit the road! We’re making 
last preparations and by the end this month we 
hope to be on our first farm in Italy!

You can follow our journey on our blog green-
brickroadproject.wordpress.com or via our 
Facebook amd Twitter.
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Agrobio
The National Association for Organic Agriculture
This Spring we invite you to visit AGROBIO’s 
street Markets, where you will find in-season 
organic fruits and vegetables, at their peak of 
flavour and freshness.
Located in the main areas of Lisbon, Aveiro and 
Setúbal, these markets are aimed to connect 
consumers and farmers, but also to encourage 
buying and growing organic food locally. That’s 
why here you will find fresh fruits and vegeta-
bles at very fair price with all the guarantees of 
organic farming.

If you want to try something bolder like starting 
your own garden and growing some vegetables, 
at AGROBIO you can find the help and training 
you need. With the right information and prac-
tice, who knows, maybe this hobby will grow to 
something bigger? AGROBIO has been training 
people for 27 years and has established part-
nerships with several local institutions.

What if you already are a producer and you 
want to know more about organic farming, and 

consider changing to more sustainable agricul-
tural practices? Or you already practice organic 
farming, but you are facing issues on which 
you need technical advising? AGROBIO’s ac-
credited and experienced technical department 
provides the advising services you need to go 
through a conversion process, or to improve 
your organic farming methods.
AGROBIO knows the many technical challeng-
es a new organic farmer will have to exceed, 
and is committed to help develop organic farm-
ing, both through supporting producers, and 
through raising consumer awareness. 

This association also works with schools, help-
ing to create organic school gardens and pro-
moting the benefits of organic agriculture and 
healthy food habits among children and youth. 
AGROBIO is also involved in the creation of 
urban organic gardens, proactively establishing 
partnerships with local municipalities. At Vila 
Franca de Xira, a town near Lisbon, 40 allot-
ments for citizens are currently managed or-
ganically with the support and training provided 
by AGROBIO’s staff.
AGROBIO – the National Association for Or-
ganic Agriculture, founded in 1985, is a pioneer 
institution in the promotion of Organic Farming 
in Portugal. AGROBIO gathers people of differ-
ent ages and professions, who share a com-
mon interest in the defense of environmentally 
sustainable and sound agricultural methods.

For further information visit 
http://www.agrobio.pt
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Meet the team
On each issue we will let you know one person of the team that helps with 
the organisation. In this issue you will meet Arvid Jackobson.

Arvid is a Swedish webdeveloper who is cur-
rently living in Bordeaux, France, there, he is 
learning french language and culture, he de-
veloped the wwoof.pt webpage and completed 
a degree in computer science, all at the same 
time.

His involvement with WWOOF started one fate-
ful day in 2010, when he asked a classmate to 
tell him about his job as a webdeveloper. Soon 
enough, Arvid found himself working at Gluteus 
Creations, a swedish webcompany based in 
Gothenburg. One of the projects that he worked 
on was developing and maintaining the web-
pages for the WWOOF organisations in Swe-
den, Portugal and several other countries.

Flash forward to the present day, where life has 
moved Arvid from cold and windy Gothenburg 
to the south west of France, where the wine 
and cheese are plentiful. Far away from the 
austerity of northern Europe, he happily works 
on keeping the WWOOF pages running, devel-

oping new functionalities and helping coordina-
tors, users and WWOOF organizers with the 
technical bits of the webpage.

When not working at the computer, Arvid enjoys 
reading (science fiction being a favorite genre), 
cooking for his roommates and getting up early 
to jog along the river that divides Bordeaux.
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Classified
Do you have something to give, sell or buy?
Are you promoting a workshop at your farm?
You can advertise here!

- Permaculture Design Course May 2013
Full 72 hour certified Permaculture Design Course at Mount of Oaks 11-26th May 2013 with Silvia 
Floresta.
The course will be in English. Our costs are reasonable - only 300€ if booked before 28th Feb. With 
only 12 places available get in touch asap.
We offer great food – organic veg from garden and local market. We can do vegan, let us know in 
advance.
Bring tent or caravan/bus for accommodation, or there is a super wee B&B nearby. We have run 5 
courses before. If you are interested check the blog: http://mount-of-oaks.blogspot.pt/, or drop me an 
email: mount.of.oaks@gmail.com .
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See you in Summer

Share your history

The WWOOF Portugal Team

Editorial

Design by Manuela Ferreira
micas.ferreira@gmail.com

Content by Rodrigo Rocha
rodrigo@wwoof.pt

English Review by Sam Abercromby
giotto@iol.pt

*

*

Have you had a nice WWOOFing or Hosting 
experience? Share the story with us.

Send us your text and photos and we will be 
pleased to publish them here.

www.wwoof.pt


